Whether you are trying to pinpoint criminals or suspects, uncover debt or hidden assets, understand businesses or potential business partners, or just detect fraudulent or suspicious behaviors, Accurint® for Private Investigations provides corporate and private investigative and security professionals with critical information and insights to help solve complex cases, perform sophisticated due diligence and minimize security risks.

**People Category**
Basic information about individuals, including addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, dates of birth and Social Security numbers. New searches options, Social Media Locator and Contact Plus Phones and Address, enable deeper, wider searching.

**Assets Category**
Property, vehicle, watercraft and aircraft information, and in-depth CARFAX® vehicle history reports.

**Businesses Category**
Various business searches are available, such as Corporate Records, UCC Filings, Dun & Bradstreet® and Delaware Corporation searches. Public records available for businesses include business locator and secretary of state filings, fictitious business names and Federal Employer ID Numbers.

**Licenses Category**
License and permit information, including driver’s licenses, state professional licenses and motor vehicle driving records – another source of person locator information.
Quick Tips

Coverage: Click Coverage on any search page to show the state and county coverage areas for each particular data source, which enables more focused, efficient searching.

Help: Click Help on any search page to reveal additional search instructions and/or tips which can help generate better results.

Phones Category
Find an array of industry-leading searches to meet your needs, such as Reverse Phone Search Plus, which matches an existing phone number to a potential subject or address.

News Category
Comprehensive access to over 10,000 current and historical sources enables you to reveal connections between people, businesses, assets and locations that can’t be found in public records. News searches are also integrated into People or Businesses categories for easy access.

Courts Category
All court documents, including civil filings, criminal records, bankruptcies, sexual offender information, foreclosures and more.

My Account
Links in this section include Account Credentials, Report Manager, Person Alerts, Preferences and Frequently Asked Questions. Users classified as system administrators will have access to additional links that allows them to manage the account and users.

Security News
Displays helpful security tips, as well as a link to the Accurint Security Center, which provides security information, tools and resources.

New Products and Announcements
Quick access to current and past product announcements. Check this section often for exciting new product and tips.

About LexisNexis Risk Solutions
LexisNexis Risk Solutions harnesses the power of data and advanced analytics to provide insights that help businesses and governmental entities reduce risk and improve decisions to benefit people around the globe. We provide data and technology solutions for a wide range of industries including insurance, financial services, healthcare and government. Headquartered in metro Atlanta, Georgia, we have offices throughout the world and are part of RELX Group (LSE: REL/NYSE: RELX), a global provider of information and analytics for professional and business customers across industries. RELX is a FTSE 100 company and is based in London. For more information, please visit www.risk.lexisnexis.com and www.relx.com.